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Abstract: We present extensive density functional theory calculations of the bonding between strands in
â-sheets. We identify a significant cooperative effect whereby the interaction increases in strength with the
number of strands. We show that the effect is related to a coupling between interstrand bonding and
intrastrand elastic properties. It is found that a direct consequence of this coupling is that the pitch of â-sheets
should contract with increasing number of strands, and we show that the effect can be observed directly
in experimental data from the Protein Data Bank.

Introduction

â-sheets consist of polypeptide strands held together by
hydrogen bonds. Typically, they consist of 2-6 strands of
polypeptides and there are 5-10 residues in each strand, but
larger sheets are present in some native proteins, for example,
immunoglobulin and triose phosphate isomerase.1 Experiments
on small designed proteins suggest that the formation ofâ-sheets
is aided by a cooperative effect making the strength of the
interaction between the polypeptide strands increase with the
number of strands.2-5 The size and origin of the cooperative
nature of the bonding inâ-sheets is not understood although
cooperativity may be crucial to the formation of molecular
motifs and to the formation ofâ-amyloid fibrils as observed in
connection with mad-cow disease and Alzheimer’s disease.6

A cooperative bonding effect is a signature of a many-body
interaction between the strands; the strength of a bond depends
on the number of other bonds formed. It has been suggested
that the formation of hydrogen bonds induces a charge polariza-
tion within the backbone of the strand, which makes it better
suited for making additional hydrogen bonds.7 Cooperative
polarization and quantum effects are well described for the
interactions between molecules of water,7 and cooperative
resonance effects are important for clusters of small amide
molecules interacting through a single peptide hydrogen bond.8,9

Also in R-helix structures, a cooperative effect has been
identified.10,11 However, recent density functional studies on
modelâ-sheets containing polypeptides of Gly find no signifi-

cant effect.12 Other suggestions on the origin of the cooperative
effect include hydrophobic clustering of side chains,13 solvation,
and structural effects.14

In the present paper, we show that there is a sizable
cooperative effect in the bond energy between strands in
â-sheets. On the basis of an extensive set of density functional
theory calculations, we show that the cooperative effect
originates from an interplay between the elastic properties of
the single strands and the hydrogen bonds between strands. The
calculations have the additional prediction that the broadest
sheets with the strongest bonds must have the shortest pitch.
We show that this effect can be observed in statistical data based
on protein structures from the Protein Data Bank. The cooper-
ativity we find is intrinsic in the sense that it is related to the
peptides themselves. Effect from water or other part of the
protein is not investigated in this study.

Method

All calculations are performed at the level of ab initio density
functional theory GGA-(PW91). This functional performs well on
hydrogen-bonded systems.15,16We use the plane wave, pseudopotential
codeDacapo.17 with periodic boundary conditions. One advantage of
the plane wave basis set is that convergence is controlled by a single
parameter, the cutoff energy. By setting the cutoff energy sufficiently
high, convergence can be ensured. In this work, the cutoff energy is
25 Ryd, at which binding energies are converged within 1 kJ/mol. The
calculations employ ultrasoft pseudopotentials,18 a Fermi smearing of
0.001 eV, and Pulay mixing is used to obtain the self-consistent electron
density.19 All atomic structures are relaxed using a conjugated gradient
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algorithm until the square root of the sum of the absolute forces is less
than 0.05 eV/Å.

Unlike earlier such calculations, we do not only consider terminated
polypeptide molecules, but also straight, infinitely long periodic
polypeptide strands. This means that the ends of the strands do not
influence the results. This periodic model has previously been found
to reproduce hydrogen bond geometries of realâ-sheets20 and even
the statistical propensities.21 The periodicity restricts us to consider only
a few different amino acids at a time in each polypeptide, and the model
cannot account for any twisting of the sheets on longer length scales.
We show later that the energy related to twisting is negligible. The
strands are free to shear22 relative to each other. The simulation set up
is shown in Figure 1. We have studied the bonding between single-
type polypeptides consisting of Ala, Val, and Gly. For each type of
amino acid, five different molecular structures are used: the isolated
single strand, an interacting pair of strands arranged both parallel and
antiparallel to each other, and infinitely wide sheets in parallel and
antiparallel structures. The single strand and the pair of strands are
simulated in a box, which is 15 Å in the directions perpendicular to
the strand, which is large enough to ensure no interactions between
pairs of strands. The length of the box along the strands is denotedL
and is relaxed for each configuration, see Figure 1. In this paper,L is
referred to as the pitch of the strand. For the infinitely wide sheet, the
perpendicular distances between the strands are also relaxed. For
sampling thek-space,19 we use twok-points in each direction of the
sheet and onek-point in the direction perpendicular to the sheet, which
is sufficient for this system. We have calculated the bond energy for a

pair of strands (Figure 1a) and for an infinite sheet (Figure 1b). The
bond energies,Ebond, are calculated relative to the energy of the relaxed
single strands for both the pair of strands and for the infinite sheet, see
the captions in Figure 1. The pair is the narrowestâ-sheet, and the
infinite sheet is the broadest sheet possible. Any cooperativity should
show up when we compare the bond energy of these two extremes.

In the last section of the paper, we investigate the possible effects
from twisting on the cooperativity. We perform simulations on
terminated molecules applying the same simulation tools as used for
the periodic model. The supercell is so large that the interactions
between molecules in neighboring cells are negligible; hence, the
terminated molecules are totally free to optimize their structures, see
Figure 5. The binding energies for two- and three-strand sheets are
calculated, for twisted and nontwisted structures, see the table in Figure
5.

Results and Discussion

We find cooperative effects in all the cases studied (see Figure
1). For the parallel sheets, the additional bonding is 7-11 kJ/
mol, which is of the same order of magnitude as the difference
in the hydrogen bond strength for different amino acids. Of the
three amino acids studied here, the cooperative effect is strongest
for Ala. To identify the origin of the effect, we therefore consider
parallel strands of Ala in more detail.

First, we investigate if there is an electronic effect as discussed
for small molecules in a hydrogen-bonded network and proposed
previously forâ-sheets.8,9 We do that by performing calculations
where we allow the electrons to relax (polarize) but keep the
ion positions fixed, such that no elastic effects are included. If
we calculate the energy cost of splitting the infinite sheet rigidly
into pairs and compare that energy to the energy cost for splitting
the pairs rigidly into single strands, we find that the two bond
energies differ by only 2 kJ/mol for both parallel and antiparallel
structures. We therefore conclude that electronic effects only
contribute slightly to the cooperative effect for the systems
considered here. These results agree with earlier results for
terminated glycine polypeptides by Zhao et al.,12 where the
effects of relaxing the polypeptide structures were also not
included.

Most of the cooperativity that we find is related to structural
effects. The key to understanding how this works is to realize
that the interaction between any two strands of polypeptides is
a strong function of the pitch,L, (see Figure 1). In the present
work, the pitch is chosen as the central parameter in the analysis
because it is controllable in the simulations without introducing
additional constraints, but other structural parameters could have
been used such as the local intrastrand distance between carboxyl
and amino groups. The energy gained by forming two peptide
hydrogen bonds between two strands,EH-bond(L) ) Epair(L) -
2Esingle(L) ) E2(L) - 2E1(L), is found for all examined structures
to be larger the shorter the pitch,L (see Figure 2). The reason
is that the freedom of the dihedral angles is larger for small
pitches allowing for a better optimization of the hydrogen bond
geometry. This effect tends to contract the pair of strands relative
to a single strand, but the effect is opposed by the inherent
stiffness of the single strands, as defined by the curvature of
E1(L) (see Figure 2). The bond between two strands,Ebond

2,
therefore is a compromise between the strongest hydrogen bonds
and the lowest cost in elastic energy of each of the strands.

The two competing contributions to the binding energy
directly give rise to a cooperative effect. Imagine first letting
two strands interact. To get the best hydrogen bonds, the two
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Figure 1. Top: The structures for antiparallel Ala strands. The calculations
are performed on one period of theâ-sheet, i.e., two residues, indicated by
the colored atoms in the dashed box. Periodic boundary conditions are used.
The length of the period along the polypeptides (the pitch of the sheet) is
denotedL. (a) The structure of an interacting pair of strands. (b) The
structure of an infinite sheet. Bottom: Calculated value of the binding energy
between two strands interacting through two peptide hydrogen bonds is
Ebond

2 ) E2(L2) - 2E1(L1) and the binding energy per strand in the infinite
sheet isEbond∞ )1/2(E∞(L∞) - 2E1(L1)), whereEN(LN) is the total energy
of the N-stranded sheet at its equilibrium pitchLN. The convention is such
that a more negative value of the energy corresponds to a stronger bond.
The difference betweenEbond

2 and Ebond∞ is denoted∆Ebond, and it is a
measure of the cooperativity.
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strands have to shorten a little, and the net binding energy is
weak because it costs energy to shorten the two strands. Now
add a third strand. This strand also has to shorten, but the strand
to which it bonds is shortened already, so the energy cost is
only about half that of the elastic energy needed to form the
first bond; thus, a stronger bond results! Three strands have
two sets of hydrogen bonds and thus tend to shorten the pitch
even further making the bond to a fourth strand even stronger.
This trend will continue as the sheet gets broader, but the extra
bonding becomes smaller and smaller as the result approaches
the limit of an infinite sheet. To put it in a different way: for
narrow two-strand sheets, there is only one set of hydrogen
bonds but two strands have to be shortened. For a four-strand
sheet, there are three sets of bonds to carry the energetically
cost of shortening four strands. A cooperative effect thus results.

Our calculations point to a new cooperative mechanism for
the bonding in polypeptide sheets. The interaction energies are
significant on scale of thermal energies, since the cooperativity
is additive in the sense that the size of the effect scales with
the number of residues in the strands. Thus, the effect provides
a likely explanation of the observed tendencies for cooperative
bonding in realâ-sheets. The proposed elastic mechanism can
be directly confirmed for real proteins. The coupling between
the strength of the hydrogen bonds and the pitch,L, results in
a shorter pitch for broad sheets than for narrow sheets, as shown
in Figure 3. This can be tested against experimental data from
the Protein Data Bank. The distance between CR and CR+2

measured in protein structures is denotedL, as this distance is
directly comparable to the pitch in the simulation. Figure 4
shows the distribution ofL for â-sheets with two strands and
with more than two strands. The set of protein structures are
from ref 23. Clearly, the main peak for two strands has an
average value ofL which is ∼0.1 Å larger than for the rest.
This is the right order of magnitude compared with the
predictions of the calculations: We find that Ala strands have
a contraction∼0.2 Å, see Figure 3, whereas Val strands have
a smaller one∼0.05 Å. The two-strand distribution in Figure 4

has a second, smaller peak at low pitches. We associate this
with two-strand antiparallel sheets forming an intrastrand
hydrogen bond so that the strands are in a 27-ribbon structure.
This has previously been observed to cause an extra peak in
the distribution of the intrastrand distance between the Hi and
Oi, which is a parameter closely related toL.24

The antiparallelâ-sheets tend to show a smaller cooperative
effect than the parallel ones, see the table in Figure 1. The reason
is that the tendency forEH-bond(L) to decrease for smallL is
weaker for the antiparallel strands because here the hydrogen
bonds can become quite strong even without contraction. It has
been suggested that cooperativity is crucial for the stability of
parallel sheets, as real parallelâ-sheets seldom contain less than
four strands. Narrow antiparallel sheets are, on the other hand,
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Figure 2. The dependence of the energy of a parallel pair of Ala strands
on the pitch,L. E1(L) is the energy of a single strand relative to the
equilibrium energy atL ) 7.2 Å, E2(L) is the energy of an interacting pair
of strands, relative to the equilibrium energy of two single strands.EH-bond(L)
is defined as the differenceEH-bond(L) ≡ E2(L) - 2E1(L), which is the energy
gained by forming two hydrogen bonds at a givenL. The hydrogen bonding
is optimal atL ) 6.5 Å. The resulting binding energy between the interacting
pair of strands,Ebond

2, is indicated by the arrow.

Figure 3. The calculated energies of the two-strand parallel Ala sheet and
the infinite parallel Ala sheet as functions of the pitch,L. The full lines are
polynomial fits to the calculated points. The minimum energies areEbond

2

andEbond∞, respectively. The minima are shifted fromL ) 7.05 Å for the
parallel two-strand sheet toL ) 6.83 Å for the infinite sheet.

Figure 4. The distribution in the distanceCR-CR+2, L, for two-strand sheets
(black bars) and all broader sheets (red bars), from a set of protein structures
(23). The lines indicate the best fit by Gauss functions. The two-strand
sheets show two pronounced peaks, thus two Gaussians are needed (dashed
lines). The broader sheets only have one peak. The peak atL ) 6.0
corresponds to a 27-ribbon intrastrand hydrogen bond (24), not relevant in
this context. The peaks at longerL show the fingerprint of elastic
cooperativity: the two-strand sheets tend to be longer than the broader
sheets. The shift is∼0.1 Å, which is in the range predicted by the simulation.
The standard deviation on the average is 0.026 Å and 0.006 Å for the two-
strand sheets and for the broader sheets, respectively.
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often found in native proteins.25-27 This suggestion is clearly
supported by our model.

The structural model we use treats idealized periodic polypep-
tides and even though the model is considerably more realistic
than previous models (with small, terminated polypeptides),
there is the possibility that the cooperativity in realâ-sheets is
also affected by twisting. In native protein structures,â-sheets
often show a right-hand twist. By applying periodic boundary
conditions, we avoid the effects from the terminating peptide
bonds, but on the other hand the boundary conditions constrain
the sheets so that no twisting is possible. The twisting is a very
soft mode and hence the energy related to this degree of freedom
is small.28 However, twisting has an effect on the dihedral angle
and could therefore affect the cooperativity proposed here. To
investigate the possible effects of twisting, we have performed
simulations on a molecule containing three peptide bonds and
terminated with CH3 groups, see Figure 5. Parallel sheets with
one, two, and three strands are relaxed. The dimensions of the
unit cell are 16× 20 × 12 Å3 and there is corrected dipole
moment of the unit cell in the direction of the sheet perpen-
dicular to the direction of the strands, otherwise, the method is
the same as for the periodic model.

We find both twisted and nontwisted stable structures. The
calculated energy related to twisting is negligible, see Figure
5. Because of the terminations, the binding per peptide bond is
clearly stronger than the binding found in the periodic model.
However, the size of the cooperativity per peptide bond is
conserved. This shows that the constraints from the periodic
boundaries do not affect the size of the cooperative effect.

Conclusion

In summary, density functional calculations directly show that
the hydrogen bond strength inâ-sheets increases with the
number of strands in the sheet. The calculations allow for a
molecular level understanding of the origin of the effect. The
mechanism can be directly observed as a contraction of the pitch
of â-sheets as the number of strands in the sheet increases. The
calculations have one final prediction. They show that the local
strength of the cooperative effect depends on the amino acid
involved. This suggests that by varying the sequence of amino
acids in aâ-sheet one can control the bonding properties and
thus the ability to aggregate.
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Figure 5. Top: A schematic representation of the two- and three-strand
parallel sheets containing terminated polypeptides. Bottom from the left:
the initial twist, the binding energy of the two-strand sheet,Ebond

2, and of
the three-strand sheet,Ebond

3. The cooperative binding energy is calculated
as the difference∆E ) Ebond

3 - 2Ebond
2.
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